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iGPRODUCTS
PAC-MAN
BATTLE
ROYALE
NAMCO America presented PacMan Battle Royale at last month’s
Amusement Expo. Up to fourplayer group competition, eating power pellets
lets players “power up” and eat nonpowered PacMan players. The last Pac
Man standing wins each round, of which there are five.

EASY TOUCHDOWN
EASY Touchdown from Smart
Industries combines quickcoin
pusher game play with the
benefits of a selfmerchandise
game. Players stop the wipers to
aim the coins they drop then try to
drop them through the many
bonus areas. As they rack up
points, players can use their score
to vend prizes from the game’s
cabinet or print a receipt to
redeem at another time.

BATTERY
SERIES
2000
THE 12v Battery Series 2000 bill
validator from MEI was on show at last
month’s Amusement Expo. Featuring
an enhanced sleep mode, instanton, wakeup circuit with minimal
idle current and low operational current draw for long battery life.
It is available in AE2400 and AE2600 configurations.

SPEED
BAG
A NEW kid’s size game designed by
Bob’s Space Racers, Speed Bag is
different from other punching and
strength games. Lights above the
bags light up for the bags to score.
It’s all about speed and coordination,
not strength – perfect for the
younger player.

SHARKY’S
TREASURE
A FAST-paced shooting game from
Bob’s Space Racers, Sharky’s
Treasure has taken a new concept
and infused it with proven
electronics. It combines colourful
characters with exciting new game
play while encouraging high quality
fun. The object of the game is to
shoot the sharks as they randomly
pop up and down using continuous
shooting action.

BIG BUCK
HUNTER PRO
STERN Pinball presented its Big Buck
Hunter Pro pinball machine at this year’s
Amusement Expo in Vegas, alongside the
latest Shrek pinball to coincide with the
latest film, due for release in May.
Gary Stern (left) also hinted there is an Iron
Man machine on its way, which will coincide
with the release of Iron Man 2.

KABOOM
KABOOM Demolition Company from
Adrenalin Amusements is a new game
that sees the player load and detonate
explosives to tear down disused
structures for the good of upcoming real
estate projects. The object of the player’s
“employment” is to load all five TNT
containers by stopping the light on the
desired load zone – the player is then paid
in tickets depending on their results.
Suitable for all ages, it features a multilevel
option, ticket reward structure, available as
a prize coupon game, a 1,000 watts
vibration platform and 22ins HD LCD
monitor.

Top 10
Chart

Redemption
1 Deal or No Deal  ICE
2. SlamaWinner Xtreme  Benchmark
3. NBA Hoops  ICE
4. Sea Wolf  Coastal Amusement.
5. Big Bass Wheel  Bay Tek
6. Pop it for Gold Extreme  Benchmark
7. Horse Play  Bay Tek
8. Across  ICE
9. Ice Ball  ICE
10 Speed Demon  Bay Tek
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